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PRESS RELEASE
Biriş Goran practices and its lawyers recognized by prestigious publication
Legal 500 EMEA
Bucharest, 13 April 2017. The Legal 500 EMEA guide ranked Biris Goran as top law
firm in Romania, both for its practices and its lawyers. The Legal 500 conducts the
research annually and provides qualitative assessment of several factors including work,
experience and depth of teams and opinions of law firms’ clients.
Real Estate, Corporate / M&A and Dispute Resolution are top practices according to
Legal500.
Real Estate: “Biriş Goran SPARL is thorough and detailed in its advice. Victor
Constantinescu is very knowledgeable, friendly and efficient; he advised Aberdeen Asset
Management on its €86m sale of a shopping centre to New European Property
Investments (NEPI). Ruxandra Jianu and Gabriel Biris advised Pumac on its sale of a
21,000sqm site near Grozãvești to Skanska. The firm has a strong presence in the title
insurance space, with First Title a client.”
Commercial, corporate and M&A: “Biriş Goran SPARL’s ‘flexible and proactive’ team
provides ‘a good level of service, with clear and concise answers’. Practice head and of
counsel Christian Mîndru advised Atos on the post-closing aspects of its purchase of
Xerox.”
Dispute Resolution: “Biriş Goran SPARL is ‘very good at setting out expectations and
timeframes’. The firm handles public law, tax, commercial, insolvency and
litigation. Mihai Nuşcă represented Cramele Halewood in various disputes against public
authorities.”
Five Biris Goran lawyers are recommended in The Legal 500 Europe, Middle East & Africa
2017 editorial:
Real estate and construction - Victor Constantinescu, Gabriel Biriş and Ruxandra Jianu
Commercial, corporate and M&A - Christian Mîndru
Dispute resolution - Mihai Nuşcă
Complete information on Biris Goran rankings is available here:
http://www.legal500.com/firms/13133/17795
About Biriş Goran
Biriş Goran is a Romanian law firm with 35+ attorneys founded in 2006. Biriş Goran is
able to provide a full range of legal services with a particular focus on tax, real estate,
corporate/M&A, competition/antitrust, litigation, financing, labor and public procurement.
Biriș Goran practice areas are routinely ranked among the best in the country by
directories such as the Chambers Europe and European Legal 500.
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